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Abstract

Processing synchronous data is essential to implement efficient control schemes. A new framework based on Linux and DPDK will be used to acquire and process sensors and actuators at very high repetition rate for Elettra 2.0. As part of the ongoing project, the current fast orbit feedback subsystem is going to be re-implemented with this new technology. Moreover, the communication performance with the new power converters for the new storage ring is presented.

INTRODUCTION

At Elettra, a novel hardware/software platform [1] has been embraced to facilitate real-time interfacing and processing for devices equipped with Ethernet interfaces. This architectural paradigm, based on DPDK [2], an industrial-grade package primarily implementing network stack bypass techniques, was deployed last year in the FERMI free electron laser [3] as part of a comprehensive control system upgrade. Furthermore, it has recently been employed in the upgrade of the legacy Global Orbit Feedback (GOF) [4] for the Elettra synchrotron.

While this upgrade may not be deemed strictly necessary, it serves as an ideal testbed for the evaluation of hardware and software technologies over the next two years. These technologies are essential for the real-time control of the equipment slated for installation in the forthcoming particle accelerator, scheduled to replace the Elettra synchrotron in 2026.

ELETTRA 2.0

The most critical devices installed in the new Elettra 2.0 accelerator will feature a dual Ethernet connection to the control system: the first one dedicated to configuration and supervision, the second for real-time control.

To justify the additional cost of a real-time connection, the communication performance in terms of latency and jitter with these devices must be at least a couple of orders of magnitude better than a mildly loaded conventional control system (10 ms), e.g. greater than 10 kHz. Although systems managing high-speed data do not improve the absolute performance of the accelerator (excluding bunch by bunch systems), they could be profitably used to enhance overall machine stability, speed up optimization and augment diagnostic capabilities.

For Elettra 2.0, equipment featuring dual interfaces will include 1344 magnet power converters (PS) and 171 beam position monitors (BPM). Furthermore, high-speed dedicated network links will be extended to low-level RF systems for the radiofrequency cavities, insertion devices, and photon diagnostics in the beamlines, even though the hardware for these systems has not yet been completely defined.

Due to the heterogeneous nature of connected devices and the opportunity to develop applications capable of harnessing highly synchronized data (LOCO [5], beam based alignment, post-mortem analysis, instability detection, electron-photon correlations, electron/photon beam optimizations, power converter prognostics and beam position monitor fault detection), the decision was made to centralize all fast interfaces at a unique point, a dedicated Intel based server. This server will be underpinned by a system based on DPDK and coded in C, ensuring the flexibility to implement advanced control schemes surpassing mere orbit stabilization.

GOF UPGRADE FOR ELETTRA

Hardware

Currently, the Elettra storage ring hosts 96 BPM detectors (Libera-Electron) that transmit data via Ethernet at 10 kHz to twelve Motorola MVME6100 CPUs, with each receiving data from eight BPMs using four 48-port Extreme X440-G2 switches. Each CPU, equipped with digital to analog cards (DAC), can superimpose a maximum current equal to one-fortieth of the total strength onto the corresponding seven horizontal/vertical correctors.

To implement a global correction, the entire orbit data is shared among the CPUs via reflective memory with each one handling one-twelfth of the feedback processing at Libera transmission rate.
A dual-socket DELL PowerEdge R750 rack-mount server equipped with Xeon 6436 Gold processors, 384 GB of memory and eight 10Gbit ports (Intel X710-DA4 model) is connected to the same switches. These switches can be reconfigured by means of a dedicated Tango device server to redirect BPM traffic from the MVME6100 boards to the first four network ports of the DELL server (see Fig. 1).

Furthermore, the legacy GOF software running on the VME CPU boards can be instructed, by the same Tango server, to halt feedback calculation and process only a UDP packet, containing the DAC settings, that is transmitted by the DELL server at the feedback repetition frequency (see Fig. 2).

The Linux kernel command line for this setup is as follows:

```
BOOT_IMAGE=(tftp,192.168.205.26)/ccd-sde-6346-2.x/ccd-sde-6346-06v45n-gph-2.4-0-1-g4eagf939-dirty/bozImage norandmaps mitigations=off systemd_gpt_auto=offconsole=ttty0,115200n8 console=tty0 rootfstype=dfs ip=::/eno8303:dhcp:::
mount.usr=/voltumna/ccd mount=devーター=ccd
```

The network cards interfacing with the equipment have the following default_hugepagesz=1G idle=poll nohz_full=1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31

```
nohz_full=1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31
```

A VX512), thus optimal jitter performance is achieved.

The time required to acquire all the 96 packets in each feedback cycle typically falls within the 3 to 4 μs range, with occasional outliers extending to 5 μs. Jitter is limited to 1-2 microseconds.

To accelerate software development, we partly reuse the code of “l3fwd” example provided within the DPDK development framework. Following initialization, in which each of the eight 10 Gbit ports is assigned to one core for network traffic control, a separate process responsible for managing feedback is initiated on a ninth core.

Below is the command line for executing this process:
```
../build/gof2 -l 3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19 -n 8
```

The feedback calculation time fluctuates between 2 μs when exploiting AVX512 vector instructions and 50 μs when no optimizations are applied. Presently, the correction algorithm mirrors that of the legacy system (SVD+PID), with the exception of the forthcoming implementation of notch filters centered at 50 Hz harmonics (see Fig. 3).

To ease configuration and data monitoring, a shared memory system manages the data transfer between the second socket, where the feedback process runs, and the first socket, where a dedicated Tango server oversees remote feedback control (see Fig. 4).

server operates in diskless mode, booting from the network, to eliminate potential jitter caused by performing I/O with hard disks.

The second socket, where a dedicated Tango server oversees remote feedback control (see Fig. 4).
Beyond enabling the adjustment of feedback parameters, the Tango device allows to retrieve BPM and corrector data from circular buffers operating at the feedback frequency, and computes the response matrix for both planes within 9 seconds.

**ELETTRA 2.0 POWER SUPPLIES**

As previously mentioned, for Elettra 2.0, all power supplies will be equipped with high-speed links. While magnets, such as the bending magnets, do not need changing the setpoint in standard user operations, having fast feedback driving the current/voltage of the power supply is valuable for conducting fast diagnostic tests capable of detecting any deviation in power supply performance. Additionally, ensuring perfectly synchronized settings for an entire family of magnets (in Elettra 2.0 each magnet has a dedicated PS) can prove beneficial, considering unforeseen operational scenarios that were not initially accounted for in the design.

Elettra developed two prototypes of power converters, capable of handling currents of 20 A and 100 A, respectively [8]. These converters will be employed to drive multipole magnets and three types of correctors. The power supplies are equipped with a controller developed by CaenELS [9], offering interfaces such as an Ethernet port connected to the ARM microprocessor and a dual gigabit SFP port directly connected to the FPGA for fast feedback point to point or daisy chained setting (see Fig. 5).

To evaluate the maximum set/read speed of these power converter prototypes, a server configured in a manner similar to the one used for the GOF upgrade transmits a UDP packet containing the current setpoint at a rate of 100 kHz to the power supply's SFP interface. This frequency aligns with the speed of the internal regulation loop within the FPGA.

A network analyzer, the Anritsu MT1000 (see Fig. 6), in a pass-through configuration, captures the reply packet from the power supply, containing the current readout. Based on the data recorded by the analyzer, the time measurement between packets amounts to 10 μs, with a rms well below the microsecond (see Fig. 7), confirming the desired jitter performance in terms of packet processing.
CONCLUSION

Starting from the beginning of the next year, the GOF upgrade will become fully operational, facilitating the assessment of components for Elettra 2.0. These components include the processing system itself, the prototypes of BPMs and power supplies.

In terms of sheer performance, a single Skylake core of a Xeon processor, like the one employed in our tests, can effectively manage up to 9 million packets\footnote{64 byte packet} per second when coupled with an Intel X710-DA4 10Gbit port\footnote{DPDK performance report 20.11, http://fast.dpdk.org/doc/perf/DPDK_20_11_Intel_NIC_performance_report.pdf}. Using a Mellanox ConnectX-6 100Gbit adapter, processing capacity increases to 80 million packets per second\footnote{DPDK performance report 23.03, http://fast.dpdk.org/doc/perf/DPDK_23_03_NVidia_NIC_performance_report.pdf}.

Considering that each BPM box for Elettra 2.0 will acquire two BPMs, and that the power supplies will be organized in one daisy chain per cabinet (with 8 cabinets per section), a total of 84 real-time connections to the BPMs and 96 connections to the PSs will be established, resulting in a combined total of 30 million packets per second, at a repetition rate of 100 kHz.

Given that the final system acquisition is planned for the latter part of 2025, the forthcoming server will be based on the incoming Xeon Sapphire Rapids processor. This processor will encompass twice the number of cores compared to the current server, double the memory access bandwidth and support PCIe 5.0 bus.

While the learning curve for DPDK usage may be notably steep, the advantage of developing code in the C language, within a system guaranteeing minimal jitter levels, provides enhanced flexibility and minimizes development effort.
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